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4 epohs of the Universe evolutionThe history of the Universe in one line aording to thepresent paradigm:? �! DS=)FRWRD=)FRWMD=)DS �! ?j _Hj << H2=) H = 12t =) H = 23t =) j _Hj << H2p � �� =) p = �=3 =) p � � =) p � ��H � _aa where a(t) is a sale fator of an isotropihomogeneous spatially at universe (aFriedmann-Robertson-Walker bakground):ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2) :



Present matter ontent of the UniverseIn terms of the ritial density�rit = 3H208�G � 0:9� 10�29 g=m3; 
i = �i�rit ; Pi 
i = 1(negleting spatial urvature - less than 1%):I Baryons (p,n) and leptons (e�) 4:5%No primordial antimatter.I Photons () 4� 10�5T = (2:72548� 0:00057)K (arXiv:0911.1955)I Neutrinos (�e ; ��; �� ) < 1%Xi m�i < 0:6 eV; Xi m�i = 94
�h2 eV:I Non-relativisti non-baryoni dark matter 23%I Dark energy 73%



Dark matterDark matter and dark energy are seen through gravitationalinteration only { we know the struture of their e�etiveenergy-momentum tensor.DM - non-relativisti, gravitationally lustered.DE - relativisti, unlustered.De�nition of their e�etive EMT { through equations(onventional).DM - through the generalized Poisson equation:4�a2 = 4�G (�� �0(t)):�(r; t) is measured using the motion of 'test partiles' in it.a) Stars in galaxies ! rotation urves.b) Galaxies ! peuliar veloities.) Hot gas in galaxies ! X-ray pro�les.d) Photons ! gravitational lensing (strong and weak).



Observations: DM is non-relativisti, has a dust-like EMT {p � � = �2; p > 0, ollisionless in the �rst approximation {�=m < 1 m2=g, and has the same spatial distribution asvisible matter for sales exeeding a few Mp.Ground experiments: very weakly interating with baryonimatter, � < 10�43 m2 for m � (50� 100) GeV (there stillexist an interesting window with m � 7 GeV and� � 10�40 m2 barely onsistent with the results of DAMA,CDMS and CoGeNT, see however the latest paper of theCDMS ollaboration arXiv:1011.2482).



Dark energyTwo ases where DE shows itself:1) ination in the early Universe { primordial DE,2) present aelerated expansion of the Universe { present DE.Quantitative and internally self-onsistent de�nition of itse�etive EMT - through gravitational �eld equationsonventionally written in the Einstein form:18�G �R�� � 12 Æ��R� = � �T �� (vis) + T �� (DM) + T �� (DE)� ;G = G0 = onst - the Newton gravitational onstantmeasured in laboratory.In the absene of diret interation between DM and DE:T �� (DE);� = 0 :



Possible forms of DEI Physial DE.New non-gravitational �eld of matter. DE proper plae {in the rhs of gravity equations.I Geometrial DE.Modi�ed gravity. DE proper plae { in the lhs of gravityequations.I � - intermediate ase.Observations: T �� (DE) is very lose to �Æ�� for the onretesolution desribing our Universe;j < wDE > +1j < 0:1 ;where wDE � pDE=�DE .wDE > �1 { normal ase,wDE < �1 { phantom ase,wDE � �1 { the exat osmologial onstant ("vauumenergy").



f (R) gravity { the simplest form of geometrial DES = 116�G Z f (R)p�g d4x + Smf (R) = R + F (R); R � R�� :The e�etive energy-momentum tensor of DE in f (R) gravity:8�GT �� (DE) = F 0(R)R���12 F (R)Æ��+�r�r� � Æ��rr�F 0(R) :The most ritial test for all f (R) models of present darkenergy: anomalous growth of density perturbations in thenon-relativisti matter omponent at reent redshiftsz � (1� 3).



4 fundamental osmologial onstantsOne-to-one relation to the 4 osmologial stages.A fundamental theory beyond eah of these onstants.I Charateristi amplitude of primordial salar (adiabati)perturbations.�2R = 2:4� 10�9 ; Ps(k) = Z �2Rk dk :Theory of initial onditions { ination.I Baryon to photon ratio.nbn = 6:28� 10�10 
bh20:0023 � 2:725T(K)�3 :Theory of baryogenesis.



I Baryon to total non-relativisti matter density.�b�m = 0:167 
b0:045 0:27
m :Theory of dark matter.I Energy density of present dark energy.�DE = �DE2 = 6:72� 10�30 
DE0:73 �H070�2 g=m3 ;G 2~�DE7 = 1:30� 10�123 
DE0:73 �H070�2 :Theory of present dark energy (of a osmologialonstant).



The minimal present standard osmologial model�CDM + (K = 0)+(sale-invariant adiabati perturbations)ontains two more parameters:I H0 { not a onstant, but a present value of H(t);I � { optial width after reombination { a onstant, butnot fundamental.4 fundamental osmologial onstants =) no more than 4osmologial "oinidenes", all other "oinidenes" existalready at the level of usual laboratory physis.



New fundamental onstants from osmology soon?In ase of primordial dark energy (ination) { yes.The basi predition from ination is that the primordialspetrum of adiabati salar perturbations is generially onlyapproximately at (i.e. Harrison-Zeldovih like), namely, ns � 1is a small and slowly varying funtion of sale, apart from oneexeptional and very spei� form of an inaton potential:V (�) / ��2 in the slow-roll approximation, see Starobinsky(2005) for the exat solution for V (�) beyond slow-roll.ns(k)� 1 = d lnPs(k)d ln k



WMAP has got some �rst evidene for a non-zero value of thisfuntion: < ns > �1 � �0:04 at 3� level, but only under theadditional assumption that the tensor-to-salar ratio r = 0.Thus, no de�nite statement about the value of < ns > �1may be made at present. But this quantity will be ertainlymeasured with 10% auray by Plank in no more than 2-3years. So, at least one new fundamental onstant isguaranteed to be be measured soon. More optimistially, theonstant r and primordial gravitational waves may bedisovered, too.



Keeping the same number of fundamentalonstantsObservations tend to inrease the number of fundamentalonstants, but theory an ounterat it by "uni�ation", byexpressing these new onstants through already existing ones.Inationary theory an keep the number of fundamentalosmologial onstants equal to 4, sine there exists viableone-parameter inationary models. Inidentally, they are alsothe pioneering ones.I Geometrial primordial dark energy { thef (R) = R + R2=(6M2) inationary model(Starobinsky, 1980).M = 3:0� 10�6 (50=N) MPl { from �R. Thenns � 1 = �2=N = �0:04 (50=N) ;r = 12=N2 = 0:005 (50=N)2 ;r is the tensor-to-salar ratio for primordial perturbations.



I Salar �eld ination with a phase transition { the "new"inationary model (Linde, 1982; Albreht and Steinhardt,1982) with V (�) = V0 � ��4=4.� = 2:8� 10�13 (50=N)3=2 { from �R. Thenns � 1 = �3=N = �0:06 (50=N) ; r � 1 :I Salar �eld ination without a phase transition { thesimplest haoti inationary model with V (�) = m2�2=2(Linde, 1983, though its mathematial solution wasknown sine Starobinsky, 1978, where this model wasused for a bouning universe senario).m = 1:4� 10�6 (50=N) MPl { from �R. Thenns � 1 = �2=N = �0:04 (50=N) ;r = 8=N = 0:16 (50=N) :The present 95% CL upper bound: r < 0:24.No more than one of these models may remain after thePlank data.



Homage to Oskar KleinThe derivation of the primordial perturbation spetra isdiretly based on two pioneer ontributions by Osar Klein:I. The Klein-Gordon equation (or, more orret historially, theFok-Klein-Gordon equation).Equations for salar and tensor perturbations on aFriedmann-Robertson-Walker bakground an be redued tothis equation with some e�etive mass (zero mass in the aseof tensor perturbations - gravitational waves).II. The Klein paradox, generalized to the boson ase andinterpreted as partile reation by external �elds (gravitationalin this ase). In turn, it takes the form of generation of metriperturbations in the osmologial situation (in thesuper-Hubble regime � � a(t)=k � H�1(t)).



Remarks.1. The use of the e�et of gravitational partile reation toprodue initial metri perturbations is not restrited to theinationary senario and, in fat, is used in almost all itsexisting alternatives, too.2. At this plae, a large and ompletely independent area ofresearh is hidden: quantum-to-lassial transition for thesemetri perturbations. Shortly, the perturbations remainsquantum even now but they are pratially indistinguishablefrom lassial (-number) stohasti quantities with an almostGaussian statistis.



ConlusionsI At present, osmology requires the introdution of 4fundamental onstants to desribe observational data,additional to those known from laboratory physis.I At least one new fundamental onstant will be disoveredin the next 2-3 years, but the theory is ready to express itthrough the existing onstants.I Regarding the present dark energy:a) still no statistially signi�ant deviation from an exatosmologial onstant;b) one onstant is suÆient to desribe its properties;) no more than one new "oinidene problem".I Regarding the primordial dark energy driving ination inthe early Universe:a number of inationary models having only one freeparameter an explain all existing observational data.
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